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Good morning.

Cambodia and East Timor, before concluding.

I am now teaching at

the University of Sophia—primarily conflict
peacebuilding.

I am very grateful for being

invited to this wonderful symposium.

Thank

you, Mr. Sato, Professor Nishida, and the staff
of Institute for Peace Science.

Thank you very

much indeed for having invited me to this
meeting.
Well, the research area that I am
interested is how to build a legitimate

Well, I have had a strange career.

government.

I have been studying this topic

Not many people call their career strange, but

for 10 years.

I would like to walk you through

I’ve done a lot of things.

I graduated from

what I have learned and what we could learn

university in 1993, and for 10 years after that I

from

worked as a director at NHK TV network,

conflict

peacebuilding

efforts

about

constructing a legitimate government.

which is like the BBC, and it was quite
interesting.

After the 30 years of the Vietnam

War, I created a documentary film where the
leaders of the war reflected on the reasons they
were involved in it.

Also, I created another

program on the topic “How Far Will the Chain
of Hatred Continue in the Middle East?”

And

a third called “The Struggle of South Korea to
Also, I published a book last year so I

Avert Nuclear Conflict.”

Most recently there

would like to talk on the challenges of

was “Rebuilding Iraq: the Challenge of the UN,”

constructing legitimacy in peacebuilding as my

for which I was awarded the Silver Medal from

first topic.

the UN Correspondents Association.

I also lived in Afghanistan for a

year, so I would like to take you through my
experience.

This

award is given each year.

Finally, I will briefly touch on

Well, I’ll not dwell on my personal
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background,
but this is Hiroshima,
so I have to
Challenges
of Inclusivity
in
mention this.

My

involved
with Peacebuilding:
the
UN
Peacebuilding
Post-Conflict
parentsLessons
were bornfrom
in
Commission.
Asian
CasesAnd in April of this year I

Hiroshima, and they both were A-bombed at 4

became a professor at Sophia University. Thus,

years old and 5 years old, respectively. My

I have engaged in peacebuilding issues with

mother was 2.4 kilometers away Daisaku
from the

multiple hats through academia, public TV,
HIGASHI

Professor,
Center
andDiscovery,
the UN. Sophia University
hypocenter. Associate
So, I heard
a lot about
thefor
A-Global
bombing from my parents and that actually
motivated me to work toward peace.

My
Cambodia and East Timor, before concluding.

I am now
at
parents Good
met morning.
each other
at teaching
Hiroshima
they
the
University
of a
Sophia—primarily
conflict
University
through
discussion club, then
got married in Hiroshima.
I had
hope
peacebuilding.
I am veryThus,
grateful
forabeing
to worktoforthis
thewonderful
issues of peace
and warThank
since
invited
symposium.
the childhood.
you,
Mr. Sato, Professor Nishida, and the staff
of Institute for Peace Science.

Thank you very

much indeed for having invited me to this
meeting.
Well, the research area that I am
interested is how to build a legitimate

Well, I have had a strange career.

government.

I have been studying this topic

Not many people call their career strange, but

for 10 years.

I would like to walk you through

I’ve done a lot of things.

I graduated from

what I have learned and what we could learn

university
in 1993,
and for 10
after
that I
Also,
I published
a years
book in
English,

After peacebuilding
I completed making
many
conflict
efforts about

worked
as atalk
director
TVexpensive,
network,
which I will
about.at ItNHK
is very

documentaries
at NHK, Igovernment.
was about 35 years
constructing a legitimate

which
is like
BBC,
andtoitbuy
was
quite
at ¥17,000,
so, Ithe
can’t
ask you
one,
but

old and I was quite interested in becoming

interesting.
After something
the 30 years
of the
Vietnam
in this book I wrote
about
legitimacy

directly involved in peacebuilding.

I moved to

War,
I created a documentary film where the
in government.

British Columbia together with my wife and

leaders ofLegitimacy
the war reflected
on the
reasonsword,
they
is a very
difficult

child and earned a Ph.D. there.

In 2007, I

short, theinlegitimate
means
were
it. Also,government
I created another
but ininvolved

studied Afghanistan and East Timor and my

the government
under
which
of
program
on the topic
“How
Farthe
Willmajority
the Chain

work was published in Japanese by a Japanese

people
the in
government’s
rules And
and
of
Hatredobey
Continue
the Middle East?”

publishing company; it is still available for

institutions—not
byStruggle
coercionof
but
by conviction
a
third called “The
South
Korea to

¥700 in Also,
bookstores
now.a book
Andlast
I year
actually
I published
so I

that compliance
is the right
thing
to do.
If
Avert
Nuclear Conflict.”
Most
recently
there

became like
involved
UN challenges
mission in
would
to talkin ona the
of

people
obey the rules
institutions
because
was
“Rebuilding
Iraq: and
the Challenge
of the
UN,”

Afghanistan.
Then, I joined
the University
of
constructing legitimacy
in peacebuilding
as my

of their
for compliance,
thenfrom
the
for
whichconviction
I was awarded
the Silver Medal

Tokyo
as an Iassociate
After that
first topic.
also livedprofessor.
in Afghanistan
for aI

Association.
government
is legitimate.
Once This
the
the
UN Correspondents

my
servedsoasI Minister-Counselor
in the
Japanese
year,
would like to take you
through

award is givenineach
year.
governments
post-conflict
settings become

experience.
I will at
briefly
touch
on
mission to the Finally,
UN. Actually,
this time
I was

the local
people,
they
I’lleyes
not ofdwell
on my
personal
legitimateWell,
in the

from
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are very
likely to achieveofsustained
peace and
Challenges
Inclusivity
in
stability.

included.
Post-Conflict
Peacebuilding:
All those things are
written onfrom
the
Third is the improvement of
Lessons
Asian Cases

book.

government and public services.

the

We must

have the resource distribution to raise people’s
living standards.
Daisaku HIGASHI
Associate Professor, Center for Global Discovery,
Sophia
University
The forth
is level
of forces or coercion.
We should control the unstable status by
creating effective police and military.
I am now teaching at

CambodiaSoand
Timor,
before concluding.
far,East
policy
and academic
discussion

the University of Sophia—primarily conflict

have been more focused on the third and fourth

peacebuilding.

factors: resource distribution and the level of

Good morning.

I am very grateful for being
Thank

forces; but I think the first, the role of a reliable

you, Mr. Sato, Professor Nishida, and the staff

third-party, and second, the creation of an

of Institute for Peace Science.

environment that includes all people to

invited to this wonderful symposium.

Thank you very

much indeed for having invited me to this

political process, are equally important.

So

meeting.

actually, in Afghanistan and Iraq, government
Well, the research area that I am

legitimacy seems to be eroding because the first

interested is how to build a legitimate

Well,
I have
hadbeing
a strange
career.
and second
factors
are not
fully satisfied.

government.

I have been studying this topic

Not many
people callwhich
their Icareer
That’s
my argument,
wrotestrange,
about in but
my

for 10 years.

I would like to walk you through

I’ve donepublished
a lot of book.
things.
recently

I graduated from

Thislearned
is the theme
I havewe
been
working
what I have
and what
could
learn

university in 1993, and for 10 years after that I

for
decade. peacebuilding
I demonstrated
my about
own
froma conflict
efforts

worked as a director at NHK TV network,

argument
onahow
the legitimate
government
constructing
legitimate
government.

which is like the BBC, and it was quite

can be constructed or eroded in post-conflict

interesting.

settings.

I argue that four factors are crucial.

War, I created a documentary film where the

First, as His Excellency Mr. Nishida mentioned,

leaders of the war reflected on the reasons they

the parties to the conflicts have doubts about

were involved in it.

each other, even after the conflicts are over.

program on the topic “How Far Will the Chain

So even if an election is over and the results are

of Hatred Continue in the Middle East?”

clear, the loser may not believe the bad results.

a third called “The Struggle of South Korea to

So, at the
initial
processa book
of peacebuilding,
Also,
I published
last year so I

Avert Nuclear Conflict.”

involvement
if not
the UN, of
a
would like of
to the
talkUNon(orthe
challenges

an
Well, in
I conducted
was “Rebuilding
Iraq:2008
the Challenge
of the UN,”

reliable
third-party)
is necessary.
constructing
legitimacy
in peacebuilding as my

investigation
Afghanistan.
Also, from
the
for
which I wasin
awarded
the Silver Medal

TheIsecond
factor
what we callforthe
first topic.
also lived
inisAfghanistan
a

Association.
peacebuilding
efforts started
in 2001, This
but
the
UN Correspondents

my
inclusiveness
of various
year, so I would
like to political
take youfactions
throughfrom

award
given
each year.
Talibanisand
antigovernment
forces were very

experience.backgrounds,
Finally, I will
different
who briefly
shouldtouch
all on
be

I’llUN
not
dwell on
my not
personal
powerful Well,
and the
personnel
could
really
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go to many
parts of the country.
With the full
Challenges
of Inclusivity
in
support of the UN, I

communications. Peacebuilding:
Post-Conflict
conducted
interviews
in
Lessons
from
Asian Cases

Kabul, Kandahar, Wardak, and Kapisa.

In

these locations I conducted person-to-person
interviews and opinion surveys with
260
Daisaku
villagers.
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Good morning.

Cambodia and East Timor, before concluding.

I am now teaching at

the University of Sophia—primarily conflict
peacebuilding.

Well, although Ms. Kumamoto said
that the situation is better in Afghanistan from

I am very grateful for being

invited to this wonderful symposium.

the Afghans’ point of view, they are still not

Thank

you, Mr. Sato, Professor Nishida, and the staff

secure in some areas, and there is a big gap

in

of Institute for Peace Science.

Thank you very

security between different regions within

much indeed for having invited me to this

Afghanistan. In the southern part of the

meeting.

country where Pashtuns are overwhelming
Well, the research area that I am

majority, 60% of respondents said security

interested is how to build a legitimate

I have
had
a better
strange
career.
under theWell,
Taliban
regime
was
than
now.

government.

I have been studying this topic

Not many
people
their
career
strange,
but
Uzbek,
Tajik,
and call
Hazara
people
say
otherwise.

for 10 years.

I would like to walk you through

lives I nowadays.
In
I’ve done
lot ofsafer
things.
graduated from
They
live amuch

what I have learned and what we could learn

2010 an American
NGO
conducted
university
in 1993, and
for 10also
years
after that aI

from

opinion
of 6000 at
Afghans,
and network,
it found
worked survey
as a director
NHK TV

conflict

peacebuilding

efforts

about

that
Pashtuns
that
whichtheis majority
like theof BBC,
and perceived
it was quite

constructing a legitimate government.

the
pre-Taliban
era the
were
rest said
interesting.
After
30safer,
yearsbut
of the Vietnam

And this shows the meeting in
Kandahar.
be

conducted

Sometimes

documentary
where
that
better anow.
So there film
is a big
gapthe
in
War, it’s
I created

Usually, opinion surveys cannot
in

dangerous

interviewers

end

leaders
of theofwar
reflected
on the
reasons they
perceptions
safety
between
Pashtuns
and

countries.
up

were
involved
in it.
other ethnic
peoples.

being

Also,
I created
another
So
what
should be
done?

kidnapped in insecure countries, particularly

program The
on theTaliban
topic “How
Far Will
the Chain
mostly
consists
of

when ransom is sought.

With UN and

of
Hatredpeople,
Continue
inthe
theearliest
Middle stage
East?”it could
And
Pashtun
so at

government cooperation in the centers of the

have
included
in the of
government,
a
thirdbeen
called
“The Struggle
South Koreabut
to

provinces,Also,
villagers
from various
areas
of so
theI
I published
a book last
year

actually
the Taliban
was excluded
and thatthere
was
Avert
Nuclear
Conflict.”
Most recently

provinces
gathered,
and challenges
we had the
would likewere
to talk
on the
of

a failure.
That’sIraq:
what
the
UN representative
was
“Rebuilding
the
Challenge
of the UN,”

questionnaires
translated
Pashto andasDari.
constructing legitimacy
in into
peacebuilding
my

Brahimi
I met with
the ministers
in
for
which said.
I was awarded
the Silver
Medal from

There
were Iaround
50%inilliterate
people,
first topic.
also lived
Afghanistan
for so
a

2008UN
and Correspondents
they also arguedAssociation.
that in 2002 This
and
the

my
staff
read
every like
question
year, so
I would
to takeand
youanswer,
through and

awardthe
is given
each
year.
2003,
Taliban
was
not very strong, and if it

experience.
Finally,the
I willanswer
briefly touch
on
people
identified
by oral

I’ll tonot
dwell on my
personal
had beenWell,
invited
reconciliation
there
could
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success; that’s
the ministers
Challenges
ofwhat
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emphasized.
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Good morning.

Cambodia and East Timor, before concluding.

I am now teaching at

According
to
researchers conflict
who
the University
of Sophia—primarily
contacted the Taliban,
in 2002
or 2003,
the
peacebuilding.
I am very
grateful
for being
Taliban to
leadership
actually
made a decision
to
invited
this wonderful
symposium.
Thank
talk with
the government
for reconciliation,
but
you,
Mr. Sato,
Professor Nishida,
and the staff
theInstitute
Afghan government
didn’t respond;
current
of
for Peace Science.
Thank you
very
members
of the
admitmethat
much
indeed
forgovernment
having invited
to that
this
was a mistake.
meeting.

After that, I published an English

But what
about thearea
future?
Well,
the research
that I The
am

report

from

the

DPKO(Department

of

general majority
opinion
is thata the
country
interested
is how
to build
legitimate

Well, Operations)
I have had in
a strange
career.
Peacekeeping
2998
and a

in studying
a joint effort
this topic
with
should be reconstructed
government.
I have been

Not many book
people
their career in
strange,
Japanese
oncall
peacebuilding
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In

the
for 10
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same
walkresults
you through
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I’ve donepublications,
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and what
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ISAF(International
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worked as a director
at NHK
TV network,

Kapisa
constructing
supports
a legitimate
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government.
government with

the
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the
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is likegovernment,
the BBC, and
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the Taliban.
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to
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After
the 30should
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where and
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create
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leaders of the
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the reasons
they
committee
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and Most
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there

Also, I published a book last year so I
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for both
normal Iraq:
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and former
Taliban
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“Rebuilding
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of the
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theremove
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each
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program.
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experience.

Well, partner
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international
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political

Finally, I will briefly touch on
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negotiation
with the Afghan
Taliban leadership.
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in
This is what I proposed.
After

I
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published

a

Japanese-

language book in June 2009, I met with the
Foreign

Minister

of

Japan

and
five
Daisaku

HIGASHI

Associate
directorgenerals
of theProfessor,
Japanese Center
MinistryforofGlobal Discovery, Sophia University
Foreign Affairs, and also senior officials from
the United States to explain my policy
Cambodia and East Timor, before concluding.

I am now
at
proposals.Good morning.
As a result,
the teaching
Japanese
the
University
of Sophia—primarily
conflict
government
announced
that it would support
andbeing
the
peacebuilding.
I amreintegration,
very grateful for
reconciliation and
aforementioned
proposal symposium.
was workedThank
into
invited
to this wonderful
threeMr.
keySato,
strategies
toward
Afghanistan.
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Professor
Nishida,
and the staff
The
year I stayed
a very
year
of Institute
forfollowing
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in Kabul
as UNfor
political
affair
officer,
charge
much
indeed
having
invited
mein to
this
of supporting the Afghan government to
meeting.
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new reconciliation
the research mechanism.
area that IAfter
am
one year service,
new reconciliation
interested
is how the
to build
a legitimate

Well, I have had a strange career.

this topic
committee (theIsecretariat
Afghan Peace
and
government.
have beenofstudying

Not many people call their career strange, but

for 10 years. IProgram)
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to walk
you through
Reintegration
was
established,
with

I’ve done a lot of things.

Also,what
the we
Afghan
High
whatparticipation.
I have learned and
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US

university in 1993, and for 10 years after that I

Peace
advance political
negotiation
from Council
conflict topeacebuilding
efforts
about

worked as a director at NHK TV network,

with
the Taliban
leadership
was established
constructing
a legitimate
government.

which is like the BBC, and it was quite

and the US, Japan, UK, and other countries

interesting.

funded the reconciliation Trust Fund.

Thus,

War, I created a documentary film where the

the Afghan government, the ISAF, and the UN

leaders of the war reflected on the reasons they

became ready to start the political talk with the

were involved in it.

Taliban.

program on the topic “How Far Will the Chain

I assisted those efforts for one year

After the 30 years of the Vietnam

Also, I created another

of Hatred Continue in the Middle East?”

in Kabul as UN team leader for reconciliation
and reintegration.

I graduated from

After that, I left

And

a third called “The Struggle of South Korea to

Afghanistan
starteda book
to work
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I published
last year

Avert Nuclear Conflict.”

associate
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of Tokyo in
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the challenges
of
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that
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was “Rebuilding
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the Challenge
of the
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I began
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peace process
constructing
legitimacy
peacebuilding
as my

political
is needed
Afghanistan
in
for
whichsolution
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the in
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as
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researcher.
first
I also
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in 2012 or Association.
‘13, the Taliban
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is given
each
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that
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experience.
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not dwell But
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personal
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negotiation.
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Finally, I will briefly touch on
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Last year, for the

Pakistan hosted a formal talk

between the Taliban and Afghanistan
in July
Daisaku
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2015.

Well, this gave us some real hope, but
in the following weeks it was announced that
Good morning.
am nowwas
teaching
at
Mullah Omar,
the TalibanI leader,
actually

CambodiaI continue
and Eastto
Timor,
concluding.
arguebefore
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are four

the
Sophia—primarily
conflict
deadUniversity
two yearsofago,
and a power struggle

key players for this peace negotiation: the

leadership
beganfor
and
the
peacebuilding.
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being
within the Taliban
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the research
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interested
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Well, I have had a strange career.

government.

I have been studying this topic

Not many people call their career strange, but

for 10 years.

I would like to walk you through

I’ve done a lot of things.
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what I have learned and what we could learn

university in 1993, and for 10 years after that I
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worked as a director at NHK TV network,
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peacebuilding
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about
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which is like the BBC, and it was quite
interesting.

After the 30 years of the Vietnam
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Obama
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things.
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Thank
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